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Direction (1-5): Read the following 

information carefully and answer the 

questions given below. 

There are nine people – P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, 

W and X sitting in a circular table facing 

towards the centre of the table but not 

necessarily in the same order. There are two 

people sitting between W and S. R sits to 

the second to the left of W and is not an 

immediate neighbour of S. V sits second to 

the left of X, who is an immediate neighbour 

of S. Number of people sitting between X 

and R (when counted to the left of R) is 

same as the number of people sitting 

between V and T. Only three people sits 

between Q and P, who is neither an 

immediate neighbour of X nor R. U sits to 

the immediate right of Q.      

Direction (6-10): Read the following 

information carefully and answer the 

questions given below. 

There are 10 persons sitting in a linear row 

facing north with equidistance between 

them. C sits fourth to the left of A and either 

one of them was sitting at the extreme end 

of the row. G sits to the immediate right of 

C. Only three people sit between G and N,

who sits third to the left of R. N is an

immediate neighbour of M, who sits third to

the right of H. Not more than two people sit

between O and D. Four people sit between B

and O.

Direction (11-15): Read the following 

information carefully and answer the 

questions given below. 

There are six people – A, B, C, D, E and F 

attending seminars on of 5th and 28th of the 

three different months – May, June and July. 

All the information is not necessary to be in 

the same order. C attends the seminar on 

the month having 31 days. Only two people 

attends the seminar between C and D. 
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Number of people attending seminar before 

D is one less than the number of people 

attending seminar after A. C and A does not 

attends the seminar on the same month. 

Number of persons attending the seminar 

between B and E is same as the number of 

persons attending between E and C. F does 

not attends the seminar on the odd 

numbered date of the month.    

Direction (16-20): Read the following 

information carefully and answer the 

questions given below. 

There are eight people – G, J, S, D, F, A, H 

and K who buys different toys – Horse, Dog, 

Tiger, Ball, Bat, Cat, Lion and Deer but not 

necessarily in the same order. D buys Lion 

immediately before F but after A. More than 

4 people buy toys after D. Three persons 

buy toys between A and G, who buys Tiger. 

S buys before D but after A, who buys Bat. 

Only three persons buy toys between S and 

J, who buys Horse. H buys Deer. Two 

persons buy between the one who buys 

Tiger and Ball. S buys neither Dog nor Ball.   

Direction (21-25): In each of the 

following questions some statements 

are followed by two conclusions 

numbered I and II. You have to take 

the given statements to be true even if 

they seem to be at variance from 

commonly known facts. Read the 

conclusions and then decide which of 

the given conclusions logically follows 

from the given statements. 

Give Answer: 

a) If Only conclusion I follows.

b) If Only conclusion II follows.

c) If either conclusion I or II follows.

d) If Neither conclusion I nor II follows.

e) If both conclusions I and II follow.

21) Statement:

All Gloves is Bat

All Bat is Ball

No Bat is Stump
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Conclusion: 

I) Only few Balls are Gloves

II) Only Gloves is Ball

22) Statement:

Only few Boxes are Cup

All Glass is Cup

All Dress is Glass

Conclusion:

I) Only Few Cups are Dress

II) No Box is Dress

23) Statement:

All Silver is Diamond

Some Diamond is Gold

No Diamond is Bronze

Conclusion:

I) All Bronze being Diamond is a possibility

II) Only few Gold being Diamond is a

possibility

24) Statement:

Only few Red are Blue

All Blue is Green

No Green is Orange

Conclusion:

I) No Orange is Red

II) Only Blue is Green

25) Statement:

All Pen is Marker

All Marker is Pencil

No Pencil is Eraser

Conclusion:

I) Only Pen is Pencil

II) Some Eraser being Pen is a possibility
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